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2 The angular correlation function in the K
0
band
A measurement of the degree of galaxy clustering in our elds can be made
by determining their projected 2-point correlation function, i.e., the angular
2-point correlation function, !(). This is generally t by a power law of
slope {0.8 and amplitude given by integration of Limber's equation for the 3-d
2-point correlation function over the galaxy redshift distribution.
We calculate the galaxy angular correlation function for the three sub-
samples and the complete sample of 20 elds using the formula !()=(DD{
2DR+RR)/RR [4], where for a given angle separation DD is the number of
galaxy pairs in our data sample, DR is the number of pairs between the data
and a uniform random sample and RR is the number of random pairs. We




in log bins of width 0.25.
The tted !() amplitudes at  = 1 degree, assuming a 
 0:8
power-law for
the radio/steep-source, radio/at-source and empty elds and for the combined
sample are given in Table 1. The corresponding plots for the three subsamples
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The correlation function was determined for each
eld individually and the plotted values are the averages over the elds. The
error bars indicate the rms scatter between the elds. The 1 error in the
mean is comparable to the symbol sizes. To account for the eld sizes we
calculate an integral constraint (IC) assuming that the form of !() is given
by a power law with a slope of {0.8. The solid lines in Figs. 1 and 2 correspond
to the best least-squares ts to the function A(
 0:8
{ 13.5) where the value
for the amplitude A is given in Table 1 and the average IC is 13.5  1. Only
angular separations for which the IC is < 50% the raw correlation function
are considered. The error on A was estimated from the eld-to-eld scatter
derived by tting !() of the individual elds.
3 Results
The correlation function of galaxies in the K
0
band as a function of limiting




on a side) of the NIR detectors which have not allowed wide-eld K
0
imaging
surveys to be performed. This will certainly change with the several wide-eld
ongoing or planned surveys (see this conference).
We summarize in Table 2 the results of the four studies (including ours)
which have derived the K
0
band correlation functions to date. We list ampli-
tudes normalized to  = 1 degree and their 1 errors. As can be seen in Table
2, the !() amplitude derived in this study from 800 arcmin
2
is similar to that
estimated by [2] for 17 elds covering a total of 101.5 arcmin
2
, each containing
a radio-galaxy at z  1.1, for a similar magnitude limit. Our results are within
the values expected from models of stable clustering with  = 0 [2]. Further
discussion of these results is deferred to a later paper.
We also nd a marginally signicant 2 enhancement on the clustering
Figure 1: The angular correlation function, !(), of the K
0
< 19.5 mag galaxies
on ve elds containing radio-loud steep-spectrum sources, eight with radio
loud at-spectrum sources and seven empty elds. The solid lines correspond
to the best ts to the function A(
 0:8
{ 13.5) where the amplitudes at  = 1
degree (A) are listed in Table 1 and the integral constraint is 13.5  1. The
error bars indicate the rms scatter between the elds.
Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1, but for K
0
< 19.0 mag galaxies.
amplitude by a factor of 2.0 { 2.5 for elds with steep-spectra radio-loud
quasars, as compared to the elds with no quasars (see Table 1). This result
has, however, a weak signicance and must await conrmation for a larger
sample. If this is correct it could be interpreted as an extension of the eect
already observed for quasars at lower redshifts.
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angular correlation functions derived to date
K
0
limit Amplitude ( 10
 4
) Environment Reference
K < 15 43020 eld [1]
K < 15 35020 eld "
15 < K < 16 965 eld "
15 < K < 16 847 eld "
K < 19 21.44.7 eld+quasar this work
K < 19.5 14.33.2 eld+quasar "
K < 19.5 13.53.2 radio galaxy [2]
K < 20.0 13.32.3 radio galaxy "
K < 20.5 8.11.6 radio galaxy "
K < 21.5 11.41.6 eld [3]
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